
Super Soft



Size: 10/12 (14/16) UK 
Size: 6/8 (10/12) USA 
Size: 36/38 (40/42) EU

NOTE: Figures in brackets ( ) refer to larger size. 
Where only one figure is given this refers to both sizes.   
Skill Level: advanced

How much yarn: g 500 (600) of Super Soft yarn, 
in cyclamen  shade no. 13333  
Needles: Pair of 5.50 mm (no. 5) knitting needles 
Sewing needle: Yarn needle with rounded point

STITCHES
Using needles: stocking stitch (st st) - K2, P2 rib
K3, P3 rib - K3, P2 rib - K3, P1 rib. 

TENSION
18 sts and 24 rows measure 10 cm square over st st with 
5.50 mm (no. 5) needles.  

INSTRUCTIONS
Front: Cast on 70 (78) sts and work 6 rows in K2, P2 rib, 
starting and ending with K2 on RS of work. Cont in K2, P2 
rib but, inside first and last 16 (20) sts, inc 1 st every 4th 
row 3 times (work these inc sts as follows: purl first 2 inc 
sts on RS and knit on WS, then knit third inc st on RS and 
purl on WS). There are 76 (84) sts in K2, P2 rib. When 
work measures 7 cm from beg (= 18 rows) work first and 
last 16 (20) sts in K2, P2 rib and centre 44 sts in st st. At 
either side of these centre sts inc 1 st on next row and 
every 6th row 11 more times, working inc sts in st st. 
There are centre 68 sts in st st and there are on needle 
100 (108) sts in total. After last inc (on RS) work other 11 
rows, ending with a WS row. Then dec 1 st, inside first 
and last centre sts in st st, on next and every alternate row 
22 times, and at the same time, on both outer sides inc  

Cyclamen Sweater 

1 st every alternate row 22 times. Work these outer sts in 
K3,P3 when are increased. ** Shape neck: cast off centre 
22 sts and cont separately on both sides, dec inside 1 st, 
on neck side: 2 sts every alternate row 8 times. At the 
same time, on outer sides inc 1 st every alternate row  
5 more times and every row 6 times, working also these 
inc sts in K3, P3, as established. Cast off rem 34 (38) sts 
on each shoulder.
 
Back: work as Front until to ** but cast on 62 (70) sts and 
cont to dec, inside first and last centre sts in st st, until 6 
centre sts in st st remain. Now cont to dec centre sts, 
every row, until to join both parts in K3, P3 rib, obtaining 
a K2 centre rib. Omit neck shaping and inc on outer sides 
as Front. Cast off all sts when Back measures as Front.

Sleeves: work top down. Cast on 72 (80) sts and work 
in st st, dec 1 st at each end every 4th row 9 (10) times 
and every following 6th row 9 (10) times. There are  
36 (40) sts. When work measures 42 (46) cm from beg, 
work 6 rows in K3, P1. Then inc 1 st in each purl rib and 
work 10 rows in K3, P2 rib. Inc 1 st in each purl rib and 
work 8 rows in K3, P3 rib. Cast off in rib.
 
Collar: cast on 81 (87) sts and work in K3, P3 rib for 20 
cm. Cast off all sts loosely. 

FINISHING
With yarn needle, sew shoulder seams. With centre of 
cast-off sleeve sts at shoulder seam, sew top of sleeve 
to front and back. Sew side seams, leaving a 15 (18) cm 
vent at bottom of either side. Then sew sleeve seams. 
Join collar to form a ring, sewing side seam only for first 
5 cm. Sew cast-on row of Collar around neckedge, 
placing collar opening on right side of Front. Reverse 
outside last half part of Collar.
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